Introduction
The proposal by Ott, Grebogi and Yorke (OGY) (1990) for a method of controlling chaos in experimental systems has stimulated much work in the area, resulting in the control of chaos in many situations, a number of new methods for controlling chaos based on the work of OGY, and a way of perturbing a chaotic system so that it quickly enters a small, desired region of phase space (targetting). For a review of this work see, for example, Shinbrot et al . (1993) . Most of this work has been of a theoretical nature, with some applications to real experimental systems and other test applications using model dynamical systems, but there has to date been no systematic study of the different methods, their advantages and disadvantages. This paper seeks to do just that for the OGY method. It describes a concrete implementation of the procedure and discusses the successes and difficulties that arise.
In this paper the method of OGY is applied to the Rössler (1976) system, a set of three first order differential equations. Continuous systems have been controlled using a number of hybrid methods (Pyragas 1992; Kittel et al . 1992; Azevedo and Rezendo 1991; Roy et al . 1992 ), but no attempt has been made to control chaos in such a system using the original method of OGY.
This method is described in the original paper ; see also Corney 1995) and shall not be repeated in full here. It assumes a continuous experimental time series of a scalar variable. A continuous delay coordinate vector is formed u(t) = {x(t), x(t − T ), . . . , x(t − (d − 1)T )},
where for the Rössler system d = 3 and the delay T is determined from topological considerations (Liebert et al. 1991) . It is also assumed there is a parameter which can be varied in a small range about some nominal value. The system is then discretised by way of a Poincaré section. The result is a set of points ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ k where ξ n denotes the coordinates on the section of the n th piercing by the orbit u(t). The most common choice for the Poincaré section is x(t − (d − 1)T ) = const, and therefore ξ n = {x(t n ), x(t n − T ), . . . , x(t n − (d − 2)T )},
where t n is the time of the n th piercing. From this set of points the location and stability properties of the orbit can be determined (Lathrop and Kostelich 1989) . For illustrative purposes, consider a period one orbit on a two-dimensional Poincaré section; the extension to higher periods or dimensions is straightforward. In the vicinity of such a fixed point the future path of iterates is directed by the positions of the stable and unstable manifolds. For a typical initial condition a trajectory will wander chaotically until it enters the region near the fixed point where its behaviour is dominated by the stable and unstable manifolds. The idea, as seen in Fig. 1 , is to to alter a system parameter, and thus the location of the two manifolds, so that the next iterate is directed onto the stable manifold of the unperturbed fixed point. The system parameter is then returned to its original value and the subsequent iterates now lie on the stable manifold of the fixed point and so approach that point. Thus control is achieved.
The size of the perturbation, as given by OGY is
where λ u is the unstable eigenvalue, f u is the contravariant basis vector corresponding to the unstable eigenvector e u and g is a vector which approximates the movement of the fixed point with small perturbations.
For a noisy system the method is still valid, except that once the trajectory enters the region where perturbations may be applied repeated perturbations are required as the noise will necessarily knock a trajectory off the stable manifold of the fixed point. This is the method devised by OGY to control chaos. Unfortunately there are two practical difficulties encountered when implementing the method; firstly in theory all fixed points can be approximated by a linear system in some vicinty of the point, although in practice this linearisation may be very difficult to obtain. Secondly the time taken for the trajectory to enter the region where perturbations can be applied could be rather long. The first of these flaws is without a solution so far and shall be discussed further in Section 3. The second formed the genesis of the targetting method developed subsequently (Shinbrot et al . 1990 ).
Linear Estimation
The control method of OGY can be applied to an experimental system in which the equations governing the motion are unknown, indeed even the dimension of the system is not initially required. The Rössler system is a mathematical system, but throughout this paper it has been treated as an experimental system where the equations of motion are not known. After consideration of the system the control parameter was chosen to be b, whilst the dynamical variable used was the x coordinate. For an explanation of these choices see Corney (1995) In keeping with the original method proposed by OGY the Rössler system is written
The control parameter is, therefore, p with a nominal value p = p 0 = 0. The fundamental period of the system can be determined by measuring the time between intersections of the trajectory and a plane and then averaging this time for a great many such intersections. The averaging process was carried out by allowing one hundred randomly-generated initial conditions to evolve over a time interval of 1000 s. This process showed that there is little variation in the time between intersections and yielded an overall average period of τ = 5·84 s.
The stability properties of each periodic orbit must now be determined. This involves finding a linear fit to the dynamics around each point near an unstable periodic orbit. Following the method of OGY, the scalar time series x(t) is embedded in a three-dimensional phase space
where T = 0·83, as calculated by Liebert et al . (1991) . This is then discretised by way of a Poincaré section. For this experiment the section took the form of the plane x(t − 2T ) = 0, so the series becomes two-dimensional with coordinates The result of this process is a set of points which lies in a region which is almost linear, save for a hook at one end. The Poincaré section for a run of 1500 s can be seen in Fig. 2 . Although the time delay as suggested by Liebert et al. (1991) was used, the shape of the attractor agrees well with that suggested by Fraser and Swinney (1986) . From examining Fig. 2 it can be seen that the highest density of points occurs on the hook of the attractor. In fact for a time series of 34000 points about 10000 points (29%) are in the region of the hook. It is probable that much of the stretching and folding occurs in this high density region and different unstable periodic orbits may be difficult to distinguish. This will be confirmed later in this section. For this reason it is unlikely that on this hook it will be possible to accurately estimate the dynamics of the system. If perturbations need to be applied on the hook then more sophisticated methods than those considered here will have to be employed.
For a time series of more than 34000 points, the first return number m of each point was calculated. Table 1 shows the number of points of each period up to period 15 for the unperturbed system (b = 5·7). Of the 34000 points in the time series, in excess of 28000, or 84%, have a period ≤15. For the control algorithm used it is also necessary to calculate the position of the periodic orbits for a system which is slightly perturbed from the original. The first return number m of a time series with b = 5·705 (i.e. p = 0·005) is also shown in Table 1 . Lathrop and Kostelich (1989) proposed in their paper that the stability properties could be estimated from an average of the linear fits of neighbourhoods around each point with a given m value. Fig. 3 shows the set of points with m = 1; it can be clearly seen that they are all clustered together and that the unstable fixed point must be somewhere in the cluster. This figure also indicates that it is unnecessary to perform a linear fit around each point in the set, as the neighbourhoods around different points will contain almost entirely the same points. Therefore, instead of performing a large number of linear fits (one for each point with m = 1), it was thought that one linear fit using almost all points (as not quite all points are within the cluster shown) with m = 1 would suffice. This method has an advantage over that proposed by Lathrop and Kostelich (1989) ; their method included points with a different m value in the linear fit around each reference point being considered. These points are not directly under the influence of the period one orbit (as m = 1) and are probably more influenced by another periodic orbit. It was therefore thought that the fitting technique would be corrupted by these points. The proposed method uses only points with the correct m value, which are expected to be directly under the influence of the period m orbit. Table 2 . Stability properties of the period one orbit
For the period one orbit a least squares fit was done to find the best fit of
where ξ n is a period one point. Ten of the period one points were not used in this fitting as these points did not occur in the central cluster (which from now on will be called the basin of the period one orbit) and so are probably anomalies in the attractor. The result of this fitting can be seen in Table 2 . The unstable fixed point can be determined by solving for the fixed point of the linear approximation, i.e.
where A and b are the matrix and vector determined by the linear fit. The perturbed system has almost identical stability properties, but the slightly different fixed point ξ F (p) is crucial to the control algorithm and so both are given in Table 2 . Fig. 3 shows a superposition of the eigenvectors, the unstable fixed point (by the linear fit method) and the period one basin. The fixed point as determined by the linear fit is on the edge of the cluster of points making up the period one basin. This is not what would be expected and suggests that the numerical linearisation may not be a good approximation to the true linearisation in the vicinity of the unstable fixed point.
(2b) Period Two
For the m = 2 points one would expect two basins, corresponding to the two points of a period two orbit. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , there are four basins, containing 233, 73, 270 and 176 points respectively. This is most likely to correspond to two distinct period two orbits on the attractor. A linear fitting to each of these basins, using the initial point and its image two strikes of the section later, confirms this. The stability data of the four separate basins can be seen in Table 3 . Two pairs exist with similar eigenvalues and eigenvectors, but are noticeably different from the remaining two basins. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an unstable periodic orbit are constant on that orbit, thus implying that there exist two period-two orbits in the Rössler system. These orbits shall be called the p21 and p22 orbits.
(2c) Period Three
There are five distinct basins of period three points. The linear fitting technique applied to each of these yields the results shown in Table 4 . As can be seen, there exist two pairs of basins (corresponding to two orbits) and a fifth basin, which lies on the hook region of the attractor. As was stated, it is unlikely that an accurate linear fit can be employed in this basin, a situation reflected in the results of the linear fit. In all probability this basin is actually a mixture of the remaining two basins of the two period-three orbits identified from the first four basins.
(2d) Higher Periods
All the higher periods (sets of points with an m value greater than three) have points on the hook region of the attractor; the set of period four points consists of four basins, three of which appear to be accurately represented by the linearisation (see Table 5 ) and a fourth on the hook. For some m values over half of the points are on the hook, whilst for others the percentage is much lower. Any point on the hook is lost to the linear analysis used, and therefore represents useless data. If a serious attempt were to be made to control higher periods of the Rössler system then a method would have to be devised which Table 3 . Stability properties of the period two orbit
The total number of period two points was 1301 p21 n = 233
could accurately determine the linearisation of these unstable periodic points. This supports the claim that the hook is a region of much folding and stretching as a number of different periodic points are mixed together, making effective linearisation very difficult. Another phenomenon which becomes more pronounced with higher period orbits is the presence of isolated points of a given m value, or of very small basins (<30 points). These are also useless data points, as the dynamics around a small set cannot be accurately estimated by any fitting procedure. Nevertheless, for all m values up to period ten (m = 10), which was the highest period examined, there existed basins large enough so that the dynamics in that region could be estimated, although for many of these basins the linearised dynamics did not appear to accurately represent the actual behaviour of a trajectory in the neighbourhood.
It was hoped that through estimating the Lyapunov exponents of the first fifteen unstable periodic orbits an estimate of the Lyapunov exponents of the system as a whole could be achieved (Lathrop and Kostelich 1989) . However, due to the significant proportion of points for which the numerical linearisation method failed this was not possible. Table 4 . Stability properties of the period three orbit The total number of points in the period three orbit was 8447 p31 good n = 1265
basin 5 very bad n = 4892
Control
Once the stability properties and movement of the periodic points have been determined for a given orbit it should be a simple matter of applying small perturbations to the system in accordance with the control algorithm of OGY to control chaos in the Rössler system. In this section control will be attempted for the six orbits with period four or less.
However, as may be expected, the situation is not so straightforward. For the procedure to work, a number of assumptions are made about the dynamics of the system, for example that the fixed point does not move in a direction parallel to the stable manifold. The most important assumption is that the motion of a trajectory near an unstable fixed point can be accurately modelled by the Table 5 
. Stability properties of the period four orbit
The total number of period four points was 882 p41 good n = 49
linear least squares technique employed. This assumption, although integral to the procedure, is not always valid, and when it is not the method of OGY has little or no controlling influence on the system. This section reports on attempts made to control the low period unstable orbits of the Rössler system and the difficulties encountered in doing this. It will be shown that of the first six unstable periodic orbits, only two can be fully controlled using the linear approximation of OGY, while a third orbit can be controlled for a limited time.
(3a) Period One
The stability properties of the unstable period one orbit (fixed point) are given in Table 2 . Because of the ever-present noise in the system (caused by switching when changing parameters and the limitations of numerical solutions) it was necessary to apply repeated perturbations, i.e. once the trajectory has entered the region where the calculated perturbations are suitably small, a recalculated perturbation is applied on every piercing of the Poincaré section.
A control algorithm was devised as follows. The scalar variable x(t) is embedded and a Poincaré section is taken; the system is then transformed so that the fixed point, as calculated by the linear fit, is at the origin. A trajectory is allowed to evolve and, as each new point on the section is formed, its magnitude is determined. When a point is found which is sufficiently close to the origin, the perturbation required to nudge it onto the stable manifold is calculated. The external parameter is then changed by this amount and the trajectory of this new system is allowed to evolve until it restrikes the section. This process of calculating the perturbations and allowing the system to evolve is repeated for as long as control is desired, or until the required perturbation becomes too large, i.e. the trajectory trajectory is knocked out of the controllable region.
For the period one orbit the maximum perturbation was set at p max = 0·3. This corresponds to approximately 5% of the nominal value of b. A change of this magnitude has no obvious effect on the system (Corney 1995) . If the control is effective, then the perturbations should quickly decrease in size. The neighbourhood inside which the initial point must lie for the perturbations to start was chosen to be a circle around the origin of radius 0· 1. This is smaller than is necessary using equation (2) given by OGY.
The OGY method failed to control the period one orbit of the Rössler system. The controlling perturbations appeared to have no stabilising effect whatsoever, and in fact only three to five perturbations were applied before a randomly chosen chaotic trajectory wandered out of the controllable region. This is not an unexpected result; recall that the fixed point for the linear fit was on the edge of the basin. This would seem to indicate that the linear fitting was not accurate and therefore may pose a problem when control methods are applied. In short, the period one orbit may not be controllable.
The issue of controllability has long been an area of interest in engineering, but almost all this work has dealt with unstable linear systems. An unstable linear system is completely controllable provided it satisfies an established criterion, known as controllability (Ogata 1990) . A comprehensive treatment of linear control can be found in a range of books, for example, Ogata (1990) or Van de Vegte (1990) .
The problem of controlling the period one orbit of the Rössler system is, however, not one of linear controllability; the unstable linear system corresponding to the period one orbit can be easily controlled using the same perturbations as those calculated for the Rössler system. The control method of OGY is not effective for the unstable period one orbit of the Rössler system and this is primarily because of the failure of the linearisation method used, resulting in a poor representation of the true linearisation of the dynamics. This can be seen by defining the set of images of the points in the basin under the Ròssler system as the 'real images', and the set of images of points in the period one basin under the corrsponding linear system, as the 'linear images'. If the Rössler system is close to linear about the fixed point then these sets should be almost identical. Fig. 5 is a plot of the real and linear images, with a line drawn between the corresponding points in the two sets. The distance between almost all pairs of points is quite small, but for points which exist where the real stable manifold would be expected to lie (down the centre of the basin) the real and linear images are on opposite sides of the cluster. This is rather disturbing, for it is near the stable manifold that the perturbations are applied and to which the system tends upon their application. Consequently it is especially important for the linear approximation to hold in this region. As it does not, the control is unlikely to be successful.
Another indicator of the non-linear nature of the fixed point can be seen in the motion of the calculated fixed point with external parameter. This corresponds to the vector g in OGY's paper. The assumption of linearity implies that the fixed point ξ F (p) moves in a straight line (for small variations of p). Fig. 6 gives the location of ξ F (p) for six values of p; the motion of ξ F (p) is far from linear. As can be seen the vector g changes radically with slight perturbations, and so the equation given by OGY, which relies on g, is invalid. In fact, the calculated fixed point is outside its corresponding basin for any small perturbation.
In conclusion, the attempt to control the unstable period one orbit of the Rössler system was doomed to failure. The reason for this was the non-linearity of the dynamics of the system in the neighbourhood of the said fixed point. If control of this fixed point is essential then a method which uses polynomial fitting, or some other higher order technique, is necessary so that the stable and unstable manifolds can be successfully modelled.
(3b) Period Two
The set of m = 2 points consisted of two unstable period two orbits. As these orbits are distinct they will be controlled separately, starting with the p21 orbit which consisted of basins 1 and 4.
For a period two or higher cycle the control algorithm is almost identical to the period one case; for simplicity the system is transformed so that one of the points is at the origin and the system is allowed to evolve. When a point suitably close to the origin occurs, the control perturbation which will nudge the double iterate of this point onto the stable manifold of the origin is determined and applied to the system. The next strike of the Poincaré section is near the second point of the period two orbit, and so the perturbation required to bring the double iterate of this point onto the second point's stable manifold is applied. This two step process is repeated for as long as control is desired, or until the trajectory is forced away from the orbit by non-linearities in the system.
The neighbourhood of the origin was chosen to be a circle of radius 0· 1 and the maximum perturbation p max = 0·3. Once again, if control is effective the perturbations should quickly decrease in size.
The attempt to control the p21 orbit was highly successful. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the scalar x coordinate with time. As can be seen, the system is controlled almost instantly and kept there for as long as is desired. The controlled orbit is somewhat noisy; the second point of the orbit has variations around the fixed point of amplitude ≈ 0 · 3. This is reasonably large and may be a problem if the controlled period two orbit is necessary in an experimental situation. The first point of the orbit has very little noise.
An interesting feature of the p21 orbit is that the control is just as effective with either one or two perturbations applied each period. Even the noise level does not change significantly. The most likely cause of this is a slightly inaccurate linear fit of the second point (Corney 1995) .
The initial perturbation is quite large (≈0 · 3), but by the third iterate the applied perturbation has fallen to ≈0 · 02. By the seventh iteration the calculated perturbations have settled down into an almost periodic variation around δp = 0 with an amplitude of approximately 0· 02. Again this suggests a slightly inaccurate linear fit. The second period two orbit p22 is unlikely to be controllable as the linearised fixed points are both well out of their respective basins. This indicates non-linear behaviour near the orbit, perhaps even on a greater scale than the period one orbit. Consequently a trajectory near the linearised fixed point will not be period two and the dynamics near the real fixed point cannot be linear. The attempt to control the p22 orbit was unsuccessful. Due to the inaccurate location of the fixed point the system was actually displaying period one behaviour when the perturbations were applied.
(3c) Period Three
The control of a period three orbit is a straightforward extension of the technique for a period two orbit, except that the order of visitation of the points must be known. This can easily be determined by studying the behaviour of a point which has an m = 3 value. This shows that the third point of each orbit is indeed on the hook. The fact that the stability properties of only two points of each period three orbit are known should not be a problem as it was shown for the period two orbit that control can be effectively achieved when one of the points is not known.
The attempt at controlling the p32 orbit was successful, as can be seen in Fig. 8 . For the third point of the orbit the system was left in the perturbed state as calculated using the previous point. The controlled period three orbit was far less noisy than the period two orbit, although the second and third points do have an almost periodic variation in their location. This variation is thought to be indicative of slightly inaccurate linear fitting as well as noise in the system. The movement of the controlled orbit away from the location of the p32 orbit of the unperturbed system is due, once again, to a slightly inaccurate linear fit; the perturbations actually nudge the system towards an unstable period three orbit of the Rössler system which corresponds to a slightly different parameter value. This can be seen in Fig. 9 by the convergence of the two perturbations towards a non-zero value.
The p31 orbit could not be successfully controlled. The reason for this is the failure of the system to satisfy one of the assumptions of the OGY method; this is the assumption that the movement of the fixed point with external control parameter is not parallel to the stable manifold. This results in any required perturbation being large (as the distance between the iterate and the stable manifold remains almost constant with changes in parameter), which is invalid as it changes the system in a fundamental way.
(3d) Period Four
The period four orbit consists of the three linearisable basins and the fourth basin which lies on the hook. The control method used was almost identical to the period three method. The maximum perturbation was set at p max = 0·5, and due to the small size (in phase space) of each of the basins the control neighbourhood was set with a radius of 0· 05.
The OGY method was partially successful at controlling the period four orbit; a trajectory could be kept on the unstable orbit for an interval of the order of twenty periods, but in this time would slowly move further away from the real period four orbit and so larger perturbations were necessary to keep it behaving as a period four orbit. Eventually the required perturbations became too large and the system became uncontrolled.
Conclusion
All unstable periodic orbits up to and including period 10 were examined and the stability properties for all basins of these periods were approximated using a linear fitting technique (Corney 1995) . For some orbits this process seemed to accurately reflect the dynamics, but for others the linearisations were at best suspect. As the period increased less points on a given orbit could be accurately approximated and so control was not attempted past period four. The control procedure has been shown to be effective in certain cases, as specified by OGY in their original paper ). The algorithm is not effective when a good linear fit to the dynamics around a periodic orbit cannot be found, or when the fixed point ξ F (p) moves parallel to the stable manifold. Neither OGY, Lathrop and Kostelich (1989) , nor any other author (see Shinbrot et al . 1993 for a review) give any hint that these problems may be a common occurrence; however two of the first six periodic orbits of the Rössler system exhibited such poor linearisations as to render the control method ineffective and a third had the problem of the motion of its fixed point being parallel to the stable manifold. Only two orbits (p21 and p32) could be controlled for any length of time, whilst the remaining orbit (p4) was controllable for only a finite time.
In conclusion, the method of OGY to control unstable periodic orbits in a strange attractor is sound, but only when the dynamics of the system around such an orbit satisfy the assumptions made in their original paper ). Unfortunately these assumptions (especially that of being able to successfully linearise around the orbit) are not satisfied in many cases.
In order to improve the situation it is necessary to be able to determine the manifolds about unstable orbits that are not easily linearisable. This may involve developing a generalised least squares technique involving polynomial fitting for two, or higher, dimensional data and then being able to obtain the manifolds and Lyapunov exponents from this fit. This has, as far as the author is aware, not yet been achieved and indeed would be no easy task. Without such a technique it is difficult to see how the percentage of orbits controllable by the OGY method can be increased.
